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Power outage
engulfs city
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Very interesting...

by Staci West
Editorial assistant
A power outage darkened Ellensburg late Tuesday night after a
pole fire near Selah caused electrical wires to fall.
Approximately 5,500 residents
were left without heat or electricity
for about four hours.
"Every one of those people were
out," said Paul Rogers, director of
Energy Services for the City of
Ellensburg. "Our total system was
down."
Rogers said crews were attempting to make permanent repairs
while the wires were still hot on
Wednesday morning.
But Rogers said another outage
may occur because the second
wire feeding into Ellensburg is
currently under repair. It is scheduled for completion by June lst,he
said.
Rogers said all power has reen
restored in the city.

Probity upholds
B&E decision
by Staci West
Editorial assistant
Central's Board of Director's
Council of Probity upheld the student senate decision which prohibits the Business and Economics
Club from sponsoring the Spring
Fling.
The council's hearing was Tuesday after B&E president Scott
Pernaa appealed the senate's decision.
''They didn't have enough evidence to back up their appeal,"
said Jennifer Iacolucci, the
council'schairperson. "Weupheld
the senate's decision for not having Spring Fling."
Iacolucci said the council needed
evidence that the constitution had
been violated.
Pernaa said the senate's vote was
unconstitutional. He said he saw
Scott Bloom, a Cycling Club representative, vote twice. The other
vote was as a representative to
Alpha Kappa Psi.
But Scott Westlund, BOD representative for political affairs, said
he attended the entire meeting and
voted for Alpha Kappa Psi.
Bloom said he denied voting for
both clubs.
The council decided the case because there was no evidence that
Westlund did not vote for Alpha
Kappa Psi and that Bloom did.
"Their one constitutional challenge holds no water," said Shawn
Christie, representative of clubs
and organizations.
·T he student senate had voted on a

See B & El Page 3

Marla Brose/The Observer

Jeff Fisher, 23, and Mark Wavra, 22, investigate the aesthetic values of a ceramic sculpture called "27" designed
by Joe Nulton. The sculpture is part of the student art show now showing in the Sarah Spurgeon Gallery.

Governor's reception·honors Central
by Katy Anderson
News editor
The Central community is invited
to a reception at the governor's
mansion next Thursday to talk to
regional legislators, members of the
Appropriations, Ways and Means
and Higher Education Committees,
and members of the Higher Education Coordination Board about the

concerns of Central, according to
Central President Ivory V. Nelson.
Nelson said the Central community can make an impact in Olym·
pia.
"ff they know you, they make
decisions based on knowing things
and people.
The more people, the better off
we'll be and the only way to improve your image is to go out and
meet and greet," Nelson said.

Nelson said this is a great chance
for the campus community to meet
with legislators and discuss key
issues.
''This will be a wonderful opportunity for you to meet with our
elected officials and to present the
Central story in a compelling and
personal way," Nelson said.
According to a memo released
by the president's office, appetizers, wine and sparkling cider will

be served at the function, and transportation is available from the Central Foundation.
Mary Marcy, Central's director
of government relations and Barhara Radke, interim vice president
ofUniveristy Relations and Development organized the event.
Reservations are confirmed with
a$10feeandmoreinformationcan
be obtained from the president's
office.

Candidate predicts program elimination
Al Harrison
Staff reporter
The first candidate for dean of
College of Letters, Arts and Sciences said budget cuts will force
the reduction and elimination of
academic programs and departments within the college.
Dr. Sybil Weir, associate academic vice president of student
affairsatSanJoseState University,
is one of three finalists for dean of
CLAS to visit Central.
Weir met with members of the
search committee, faculty and students during her visit and listened
to their concerns regarding the restructuring of the college.
Weir said she has a greater understanding of the financial problems facing CLAS after talking

Sybil Weir
with individuals who will be directly impacted by upcoming budget cuts.
"CLAS needs to establish priorities for the next five years, which
may include long-term program

cuts or merging," Weir said.
"Some (programs) may have to
go and some may have to be
reduced."
Weir said she plans to evaluate
each department individµally on
the basis of program quality, the
short and long-term mission of
the university, and the number of
majors in each program.
"Central must make $3.5 million in budget cuts," Weir said.
"Almost one-third of that figure
will come out of CLAS."
''There is going to be pain, resistance and screams," she said.
Members of Faculty Senate and
students have already voiced their
objections to a proposal which
wouldrestructure CLAS, and reduce the number ofprograms and
departments.

Currently. CLAS consists of 22
departments and 14 programs,
including, English, math, computer science, music and history.
But if Donald Cummings, the
current dean of CLAS, has his
way, the number will be reduced
to 13.
In February, the Faculty Senate
voted unanimously to stop the
restructuring of CLAS until
Central finalized its strategic
plan.
The remaining candidates for
the dean of CLAS, Donald
Dahlin, a professor of political
science at the University of South
Dakota, and Terrell Dixon, chair
of the English department at the
University of Houston, will be
visiting campus during the next
two weeks.
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Hit and run causes damage to president's fence
April 6 8:50 a.m.
A hit and run was reported at
President Ivory Nelson's house
after a vehicle struck the fence
surrounding the house and a
shrub.
Campus police reported that
Bob Tosch, building maintenance supervisor, estimated the
damage to be between $600 and
$800. Police have no leads and
continue their investigation.

April 8 and April 9
Four bicycles were reported
stolen within 48 hours of each
other, campus police reported
Two bikes were stolen from
Davies Hall between 12 a.m.
and 6 a.m. April 8.

CAMPUS COPS
by Dan White

Police reported that neither
bike was locked to anything.
One bike was a Huffy mountain bike estimated at $120, the
other bike was a Murray mountain bike estimated at $100.
A th.inl bike was reported stolen sometime between 11 p.m.
April 7 and 3 p.m. April 8 outside Alford~Montgomery Hall.
Police reported the bike was
a woman's bike and was not
locked either. The bike is esti-

mated at $100.
The fourth bike was stolen between 8 p.m. April 9 and 11 a.m.
April 10, outside the A-wing of
Barto Hall.
Police report the bike was locked
on the seat post, which allowed the
seat to be removed The bike was
estimated at $300.

April 11 12:30 a.m.
A window was broken in the Hal

Holmes Center just after midnight, police reported.
According to the caller, two
men threw a fire extinguisher
through the window of the
building. Police have no suspects and are continuing their
investigation.

April 12 4:30 p.m.
A 1988 BuickLeSabre was
struck by another vehicle in a
hit and run that occurred in the
J-8 parking lot.
Police have no leads on the
suspect' s vehicle, and the damage to the Buick is estimated at
$500.
The accident occurred
within a 15 minute period when
the owner left the car.

Parking spaces increase cost of parking permits
by Scotty Siefert
Copy editor
Members of Central's Site and
Development Committee passed a
multi-faceted proposal Monday
creating an additional 200 parking
spaces on campus, and will also
increase the cost of both daily and
yearly parking permits.
John Holman, Central's director
of Facilities Management, said the
proposal indudes "major paving
projects" for several parking lots,
including the 0-5 lot across from
Farrell Hall and a new G-16 lot
south of the Health Center.
Wendell Hill, Central' s director
of Auxiliary Services, said the
changes made to these two lots will
create roughly 100 new parking
spaces per lot.
"When you go from gravel to
paved, you get more efficient use
ofyour space." said Steve Dukelow,
an engineer Wh) works for Facilities Management.
Holman also said the committee
is researching the possibility of a
shuttle bus service which would
transport students from some of
the farther parking lots closer to

Tracie l;Jrantley/T.he_Ob..ryer

With 200 more parking spaces, students may find looking
campus, and starting van pools for
students who commute from
Yakima, Wenatchee and other
outlying areas of the county.
"We're looking for other ways of
supplementing the parking problem," he said
Hill said the committee had attempted to solve the problem in the
past, but had not made significant
progress toward that end
"We have worked diligently, but

'Win :J{er :Heart
'With~

9{pse

·tor parking ~ i~ie· e~~i~r.

unsucce8sfully, to provide parkirig and crosswalks which would be
for the south end of campus," he necessary with the increase in
said, and added the proposal would parking spaces, as well as paving
help to alleviate the lack of parking the south end of the stadium parking lot to accommodate disabled
on that side of campus.
''Part of what we 're talking about students, Holman said
Holman also said complaints
today is funded by state funds, and
the rest is parking permits," Hill · from citizens about the high
number of students, faculty and
said.
He said the state is guaranteeing staff parking in neighborhoods
Central $115,000, and Central is nearby campus helped to facilitate
providing$415,000fortheproject. the parking changes.
With the proposal now in effect,
To provide the additional money
for the project, daily parking per- Holman said he thinks it will go a
mits will increase at the end of long way toward eliminating the
spring quarter from 50 cents to $1, parking dilemma altogether.
''The combination of van pools,
and yearly permits from $60-$80,
theshuttlebusandparkingchanges
Hill said.
Holman said the committee is should carry us through into the
"looking at a possibility of some mid-'90s," he said.
Hill said the Site and Developfederal grants," to help pay for the
project, which must be paid off by ment Committee will begin accepting bids for the project, which
June 30, 1994.
The proposal also includes plans must be completed by Sept. l,
for providing additional lighting after June 1.

Budget cuts
cause concern
by Greg Aldaya
Staff reporter
Higher student tuition, fewer
student seIVices and a significant
blow to information resources are
some of the direct effects Central
may face with budget cuts.
Members of the strategic planning committee of business and
financial affairs raised concerns
over a possible 10 percent budget
cut, according to Courtney Jones,
Central' s vice president for business and financial affairs.
Several Central administrators
presented their versions of current and future business and financial affairs planning.
"Our concerns in business and
financial affairs include expanding enrollment (housing, store,
food seIVices, financial services).
police staffing, increased environmental safety activity and requirements, and plant deferred
maintenance," said Jones.
The degree of impact ~e budget cut will have on students depends on the amount of the cut,
said Jones.
"We don't expect it (the budget
cut) will come out in the high
end," said Jones.
A certain amount of downsizing
programs will be needed, and as
a result, the services and activities fee will be examined. S & A
is money given to campus groups
and is generated through tuition
paid by students.
Information resources would
have to eliminate some goods
and services in order to preseIVe
the quality, according to James
Haskett,·director of information
· resources. ~·-~-·
·
"1be budget for telephone service is very tight because of the
amount of money we pay the
company, Wil:fel, to maintain
the telephone switch," said
Haskett.
The specialized telephone
switch combines with Ellensburg Telephone's, and a cut in
information resources' budget
would mean people calling oncampus to people off-campus
might receive a busy signal,
Haskett said.
"It is serious," Haskett said, "it
will be extremely problematic for
us."
Jones said a budget call asking
fordepartmentchairs,budgetadministrators and vice presidents
to submit responses to the possible 10 percent budget cut was
due April 9, and from these there
will be specific hearings to discuss specific cuts.

Scholarships
Plasma
Donations
Needed!

Join Our
1Wse C{u6,

'Buy 51Wses,
the 6th One Is ~reel

Earn up to $145
for 10 Donations.
New Donor Receives $5 Bonus On First Donati.on.

'IFte 'Vintage 'Iliofet
former{g
'Bfossoms-n-'Bows
320 'E 4th, 925-6995

Expanded hours to serve you better.
Mon - Thur 8 to 8, Fri - 8 to 5, Sat - SUn - 8 to 4

™ERAPC!IRb~

26 S. 2nd St., Yakima

457-7878

Two $1,000 accounting
scholarships are available from
the Yakima Chapter of the
American Society of Women
Accountants.
The scholarships will be
awarded on June 1 to undergraduate students with a declared major in accounting and
who have completed 105 quarter hours.
The deadline is April 24. For
more information contact the
Financial Aid Office, the accounting department or the
ASWA Scholarship Committee, care of KSK Management
Corporation, P.O. Box 2824,
Yakima, WA 98907 for an application. Along with the application, a financial aid transcript
and two letters of reference are
required.
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House
bills die
by Jill Johnson
Editor
1be bill allowing all Washington state colleges and universities to appoint a student as a voting member on the Board of
Trustees died in the Senate Higher
Education Committee.
If the bill were to pass it would
have given students voting representation on the BOT.
The student board member
would have been appointed to a
three year term.
Other bills that fell victim to the
legislative process include the
college promise act, HB 1603,
and the Higher Education Efficiency Act, HB 1500.
Both bills are being stripped of a
majority of their tuition-affecting
features as they make their way
through committees and onto the
House floor.
Both bills were sponsored by
Rep. Gary Locke, D-Seattle.
According to Locke the thrust
of these bills is to hell? students
cope with the rising costs of
tuition and break down the financial barriers to higher education.
The bills were originally designed to increase the availability
of financial aid to families with
an annual income of $51,000,
while giving universities the
power to set their own tuition
rates.
Currently financial aid is only
available to families earning less
than $27,000 a year, and according to Locke only about half of
the qualified students actually
receive aid due to insufficient
funding.

Katy Anderson/The Observer

Monica Salisbury, 21, psychology major and Juli Herrick, 20, pre-veterinarian major, voice their opinions to law
makers in Olympia.by writing postca s to their legislators. The postcards were supplied by the Board of Director's
office and were passed out at an informational meeting about tu it ion increases for the next biennium last week.

Consul-general appointed as honorary member
·

Cambridge, Mass.
He has been involved with foreign affairs since 1966, working
in France, the People's Republic
of China, Japan, Hong Kong and
the United States.
Saito said with the job of consulgeneral in Seattle comes the responsibility of maintaining good
U.S.-Japan relationships in
Washington,Montanaandldaho.
Central has had very close relations with the office of the consul,
as they have helped with exchange
programs between Central and
the University of Japan, Launius
said

by Greg Aldaya
Staff reporter

..

Masaki Saito, consul-general of
Japan, became an honorary faculty
member of the political science
department Tuesday during a presentation in the Student Union
Building.
Saito was awarded with a plaque
appointing him an honQ.rary member by Michael Launius, chair of
the political science department and
DanielRamsdell, history professor
and director of the Asia/Pacific
.o ~1.·Studies,Progravi. ·
"It is my great privilege.and plea- _
sure to be a member of your faculty," Saito said as he accepted the
plaque.
The award marked Saito' s second
trip to Central this year. Saito also

!
i

~

~
5

I
j

v•

Masaki Saito receives a plaque and is now an honor·
ary member of Central's political science department.
cameonJan. 28, when he discussed said Launius.
1be award recognizes Saito' s
future political and economic relationships between~ UnitedSta~. academic backgroun~ professional
_Japan and China with faculty, staff, experience and great service to
students and community members. Cen~ Launius said
Saito was given the honorary
Saito graduated from the Univermembership because he "is a quali- sity of Tokyo in Japan and received
fied international affairs expert and his master's degree in Asian Studwe felt it would be a good gesture," ies from Harvard University in

B&E case

Social Attendants

, $5.00 per hour

1

We Have
102 Faces • • •

t Jails appeal·
From B & El Page 1
.. .deci~ion passed down by theirchajr
to prohibit the B & E club from
sponsoring any alcohol-related
events this quarter.
The senate upheld the decision
with a vote of 20-16.
Pernaa also told the council he·
was concerned with the behavior
of student senate members prior to
the senate meeting.
Pernaa and the council members
discussed ethical issues involved
"I want it to be brought out that
there's an ethics problem,"Pernaa
said
But the council told Pernaa it
does not deliberate on ethical issues. It can, however, refer those
issues to Student Affairs, Brown
said

WANTED·

.

.

To look great on paper, you need gorgeous type.
Our Macintosh and Compugraphic typsetting system
contains over 102 different typefaces. That's awesome type,
only available from you know who ...
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I
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or· call 963~3213
.
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CAR STEREO
SALE

Happening now

through April

• Digital AM~FM
Cassette Decks .......... .... ......... $129. 95
• Pioneer Supertuner Ill
In-dash CD Player .................. $299. 95
• Pioneer 61 /2 inch Door
. Speakers · ...... :............................ $39. 95 pr.
• Amplifiers from Pioneer &
L.A. Sound
• Truck Speaker Boxes from
Pioneer & MTX
(all sizes available)
• Pioneer 6-disc
Multi-changer CD

®PIONEER®
The Art of Entertainment

t] 1~· tfu°G 1.'')-1:.-t!:...No
-;ft\ 1::: st 'l

~Button
. ~J~elers
, , 9 East 4th Ale.• 8lenstug

925-2400

100 %

";f 1J:i:.;.-7,v A.}-

r/)

1* ~J::{']
~ r1~r·J 0

·1NSTALLATION AVAILABLE.

Dea n s RADIO & TELEVISION INC.
I

41 7 N. Pearl 925- 1828

·
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OBSERVANCE

rials make Rodney
ing for a day
he recent publicity surrounding the Rodney King trial is a fine
example of the media's power to decide which events have valuable social significance.
It is not that the beating of King should be tolerated. But to single it out
as a crime more horrendous than any other civil rights violation is
irresponsible.
Rodney King is a lucky man.
He has risen from the ranks of common criminals to a pillar of an
oppressed community.
The Los Angeles police are on trial because some government officials
believe his beatings were an act of racism.
•
It is indisputable that excessive force was used, but because King was
African-American does not mean the force was racially motivated.
The force could have easily been interpreted as an over-reaction by
frustrated police who were led on a high spee4 chase by a convicted
felon.
·
However, society and the media have turned this into a racial issue.
But when is the media going to report on racist incidents occurring on
the opposite end of the spectrum? When will a crime perpetrated against
a white individual by a group of African-Americans be tenned race
hatred?
When will these actions start being called racism, rather than being
referred to and accepted as "Black Rage?"
· A few weeks ago Barbara Jensen Meller was.. brutally murdered in
Florida in front of her mother and two young sons.
The men accused of this crime are African-American.
Why does the beating of Rodney King by white police officers gain
nationalattention while thekillingofBarbaraJensenMellerpasses with
little notice?
Aren't both these cases examples of racism?
Can Americans excuse murder at the hands of an African· American
because he feels victimized by society?
Why is King seen as more abused than Meller-- she's dead.
King chose criminal behavior. Meller drove a rental car in the wrong
part of town. Yet she's dead, and he's a living martyr.
The Rodney King incident was indeed eye-opening, but it was by no
means worthy of the excessive riots that followed. Nor is this verdict
worthy of more destructive activity.
Consider the crimes that go unnoticed, the crimes that seem almost
commonplace. They _are ~ less significant, no less brutal, and no less
racially motivated.
These crimes simply are not videotaped.
Yep, Rodney King was a lucky guy.
He turned a dangerous high-.speed car chase into a consciousnessraisirig event for many who seem socially numb.

T

D1str1Duted by Trtt>une Media SeMces

LETTERS
Celebration
of minorities
necessary
To the Editor:
As I was reading The Observer
March 11, I came across an edito.;
rial titled "Special Recognition
Adds to Discrimination."
The more I read. the more furious
I became.
I can't believe there are still people
out there who don't think it's necessary to have Black History Month.
Actually, I think every ethnic and
minority group needs to have a day,
month, or a year in which they can
celebrate their heritage and beliefs
as they see fit.
I resent the implication "if there
was a White History Month or a
celebration of Men in History cries
ofracisms and discrimination would
be heard from every angle."
My question is: why do you need
a White History Month or a celebration of men in history?
We are taught white history practically from the moment we begin
our education and every year after
that.

Being an African-american female, it boils my blood to know that
ifl want to know anything about my
history and what my people have
done to help get this country off its
feet, I have to go out and find the
information on my own.
I have to be the one to dig up
things in history that were not
readily available and that no one
wanted me to know. Women are
barely mentioned in our history
books. ' .
Besides saying 'that ·they were .
nurses in some war or another, they
really didn't exist.
Not being acknowledged is like
being slapped in the face and that
makes me mad.
Why is it so inconceivable to
"honor every ethnic group or nationa~ty"? We honor white history
every day of our lives.
H every person was taught their
own history as well as what we are
taught in school, it would no longer
be necessary to have a Black History Month.
If we were taught that women were
as significant as the men in history,
we wouldn't need a celebration of
women in history.
I don't think having a month when
I can celebrate my heritage and learn
about my people is adding to the
discrimination in this country.
If anything, it opens my eyes and
tells nie African-americans had a

hand in building this country.
White people didn't do it alone.
Until everyone in this country can
go to any school and actually learn
about their own heritage and what
their people have contributed to this
country, there will be a need for a
Black History Month, a celebration
of women, and anything else that
will tell minority groups they have
done something and are being acknowledged and thanked for their
efforts and·contrlbutionS': ·
'"'
....i

La Vasha Jackson
Freshman

Aid package ignores needs of Russia
By James R. Brown, Jr.
The recent Vancouver Summit of
Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin resulted in the former offering the
latter $1.6 billion in aid.
About half is for a line of credit to
purchase grain from the United
States; $200 million is to provide
housing for Russian army officers
returning from Central and Eastern
Europe.
Another $200 million will defray
the costs of destroying some Russian
nuclear weapons; and a similar
amount for food grants.
Statements from U.S. government
officials, members of Congress,
"experts," and that honored and respected former president, Richard
Nixon. suggest that an economically

robust and politically democratic
Russia depends wholly on the extent to which we "bail them out."
Let's take a look at this view. First,
$1.6 billion is a drop in a very deep
bucket.
. We're talking about a very· large
country with a very large (however
inefficient) economy with horrendous problems.
Much of the aid package will never
even reach the intended recipients.
As much as $300 million of grain
credits will go to American companies shipping grain to Russia.
Second, lines of credit and direct
assistance aren't particularly helpful, anyway. What Russia needs is
capital and a modem infrastructure.
Third, many Russians feel humiliated by Western aid and condescending attitudes which treat Rus-

sia as a nation of mendicants.
One of the self-appointed American experts on Russia recently said,
"they need moral leadership."
Shipping tons of MREs (meals
ready-to-eat) left over from our Gulf
War is a great embarrassment to the
nationofTchaikovsky,Dostoevsky,
the Bolshoi Ballet, and great scientific achievements.
Finally, there has been a clear
tendency to regard Yeltsin as The
Sole Hope for Russia, with a corresponding characterization of the
Russian legislature as a repository
of the frothing-at-the-mouth,
unreconstructed commies.
While there is a small lunatic
fringe, there is a dominant bloc of
moderates who think a "middle
way" is more advisable--rejecting
both the catastrophic shock therapy

of free markets and the return to
centralized state control.
There is a joke in Moscow: "What
has one year of capitalism achieved
in Russia that seventy years of
communism were unable to accomplish? It made communism
look good."
The advice of American economists and MBAs and the types of
aid that have been provided are seen
as contributory factors in the impoverishment of an estimated 90
percent of the population, skyrocketing crime. beggars on the streets.
rest homes converted into gambling .
casinos, and a death rate, which last
year exceeded the birth rate.
Some more useful forms of assistance might involve eliminating
trade barriers.
This would allow Russia to more

easily sell its products and raw materials rather than simply purchase
ours; making it easier for American
companies to invest in Russia (perhaps through some form of government "insurance" for investments);
and working with the Russian
government to c~te a more predictable legal infrastructure for
business.
It should be recognized and accepted that there is very little that
wecando, withinpoliticallyrealistic
parameters, to significantly help the
Russians and that the evolution of
their system will not and should not
conform to our patronizing notions
of what is best for them.

0

James~ 'Brown, Jr. is a
pofitic.a[scunce professor at
Central.
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When baseball only left a Sauer taste
By Mike Royko

S nd· ated
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co1umnis

He was very tall and lanky and spit tobacco
juice. A real pro baseball player. And he
could swing the bat. Every season, his average was up over .300.
But he was a career bush leaguer. Big as he
was,mostofhishitsweresinglesanddoubles.
And a painfully slow outfielder must slam
home runs to make it to the bigs.
He had been there for a few games. It was
called a cup of coffee. Just enough to savor
the taste.
But it was back to the minors, the bus rides
with the kids, the has-beens and the neverwill-be' s.
Now he was less than two seasons from his
30th birthday. With his craggy face, he looked
older.
Ten seasons had passed since he signed as a
minor league pro. Likely, he'd close his
career in the bushes.
Goodenough to be paid for his efforts, but
still a baseball failure.
lben one day, as the season was starting, it
happened. A grizzled old coach took him
aside and said something like: "Hey, big
fella, I want you to try something."

''Try what?" the big outfielder said
"This," said the grizzled old coach, handing
him a baseball bat.
The big outfielder wrapped his huge hands
around the handle and, with a grunt, made a
practice swing or two.
He shook his head in doubt. 'That's a lot of
lumber."
The grizzled old coach nodded "Sure is.
Forty-four ounces. Big as they make 'em."
"Don't know if I can swing something that
heavy," the big outfielder said "Feels like a
railroad tie."
"Give it a try," the grizzled old coach said.
The outfielder took the big bat to batting
practice. He grunted, swung, and the ball
disappeared far over the fence.
"Now try it in a game," said the old coach.
He did, and slugged a homer. He knew he
was on to something.
By autumn, he was hailed as the home run
king of the something. Thescoutshadtogive
him another skeptical look.
Was ita fluke?
1be next year, he was in The Show, as it was
called. But it was his last chance. Although
a rookie, he was older than most established
stars. He had a lot to prove, many years to
make up. Little time to do it.

Swinging the awesome weapon, he proved
it. Pitchers came to dread him as he walloped
35 homers.
In the glory years that followed, he'd spit
tobacco and grin when sportswriters came to
the dugout and hoisted his jumbo bat.
OK, it's a corny story. The kind of story that
used to be collected in pulp-paper sports
books that sold for 50 cents, written by
sportswritersforpocketmoney.Standardplots
were rookie wonders or old-timers on the
comeback trail.
It's folklore. And you don't find much
sports folklore anymore.
Maybe that's why baseball is said to be in
trouble. Toomanystoriesaboutsalary,.agents,
arbitration, negotiation, expansion and other
fiscal grief.
Many modem sports columnists sound like
crazed Stalinists, flinging weird economic
theories at defenseless readers.
Exceptthat my story of the aging rookie is
true. Well, maybe 90 percent of it.
I can't be sure about the conversation between the big outfielder and the grizzled old
coach, or a few other trivial details.
That's folklore.
But if you're a gray-haired Cubs fan, you
probably know who the big outfielder was.

Sure, Hank Sauer. The Mayor of Wrigley
Field.
,
The incredible rookie year was spent with
the Cincinnati Reds. But when Sauer had a
slow start the next year, the Reds dumped him
on the Cubs.
And it was as a Cub that banana-nosed-Hank
slugged about 200 homers in the next seven
years.
Butthosearemerenumbersanddeadcheers.
More important, Sauer brought folklore to
the game.
When Hank Sauer came to the Cubs, there
were things we knew and things we didn't.
Weknewthestoryofthefrustrating years in ·
the bush leagues, and the old coach who put
the heavy bat in his hands.
···
We knew about the chaw in his jaw, and
that he had trouble hitting the knuckleball or
a cute changeup.
We knew he was slow and weak-armed, but
so what? We knew he was a good guy.
That's what 15-year-olds talked about.
Whatwedidn'tknowwashowmuch he was
paid, whether he was happy with his agent, if
he was going to opt for binding arbitration, or
if he wanted a multiyear contract with or
without incentives.
That's what we didn't know or care about.

What do you think about Clinton's decision to federally fund abortions?
I

Tanya Leithold; 22,. senior,
public relations
I disagree with Clinton's proposal.
I do not believe abortions should be
federally funded

Survey reveals
Easter views
To the Editor:
On Thursday'and Friday April 89, Campus Ambassadors conducted an Easter Survey of 76
people.
The results are as follows:
"What comes to mind when you
think of Easterr
• 43 percent said the Resurrec
tion of Christ
• 20 percent said bunnies
• 18 percent said eggs
• 16 percent said Jesus
• 13 percent said family
• 11 percent said candy
• 5 percent said church
• 5 percent said spring
(Many people gave more than one
answer)
"Does Easter have any religious
significance to you ?"
• 74 percent said yes
• 26 percent said no
"Do you believe that Jesus was
raised from the dead?"
• 71 percent said yes
• 20 percent said not sure ·
• 9 percent said no
When asked abOut attending a
church service on Easter Sunday,
• 67 percent said they were.

Kim.Miller, 21, junior,
health education

.. Robert Fordan, professor of
communications · .

I support Clinton's proposal. Fed- · Based on the Republican's filibuserally funded abortions would al- ter in the Senate over the stimulus
low thousands of women who can package and the factor that antinot support a child to terminate their abortion has been the GOP position
pregnancy.
for 12 years, I would expect continued opposition.
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Whiteacre & Peligrini

Kent Catlin, 22, senior,

art education
The way I see it, the federal government dollars should be spent on
funding low income child carenot killing children.

(No textbooks)

By Mark R. Temple
Production assistant

Miller Genuine Draft & PRSSA
, present:

1st Annual
Lip Sync Contest ro.._o<-e,;ero
April 22, 8:00 PM

. ,
111 w. 3rd.

.
Sign up at The MINT
by April 20

962-5448 .
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We've got the rates to move you.
If you have been waiting to
replace that old car with something
a little snazzier, we may have just
what you require.
We are offering some of the
low~t rates available to help you
get qle ~r yo~,11~~,d at a price you
can<~ . . JI~lowN~.95%* to be
pre
6oth n ,,,
. used
so offer m.
ancing,
incl ·
"mctlicense:·6reven a
pre-approved loan.
Call today to talk with one of our
friendly, professional loan officers.
In Yakima, call (509) 576-0178.
Or toll-free 1-800-562-0999.

on

r61WASHINGTON STATE
•

EMPLOYEES CREDIT ONION
Your natural financial wsource

Matt Lundquist
Campus Ambassadors Director

Being pro-choice, I feel a measure
such as this would greatly benefit ·
those in the lower income bracket.

The MINT Tavern

acoustic music
· $2.00 cover
Saturday April 17, 8:00PM
0 Used Books - Buy & Sell O

Thomas Nelson, 24 , senior,
sociology

*Discounted rate with automated payment and minimum
down payment of20% . New and used autos at 60-month
term. Rates subject to change.
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EIGHT DAYS A WEEK
•Golf at Green River Invitational
•JV Softball vs. Skagit Valley, 2 p.m.
•Women's tennis vs. Seattle, 2:30 p.m.
•Men's tennis vs. Seattle, 1 p.m.

•Baseball vs. Whitman, 1 p.m.
•Video: "The Fashion Model," SUB Pit, noon
•"Bonsai" demonstration and workshop, Hal
Holmes Center, 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.

•Men's tennis vs. Green River, 1:30 p.m.
•Women's tennis vs. Green River, 1:30 p.m.

•Open Gym, Nicholson Pavilion, 5 p.m.-midnight.

•Softball at Concordia, 2:30 p.m.
•Women's tennis at Pacific Lutheran, 10 a.m.

•Track and Field at UPS Shotwell

•Men's tennis vs. Lewis and Clark, 10 a.m. and
at PLU, 2 p.m.

•Men's tennis vs. Whitworth, 1 p.m.

•The Socratic Club, Four Winds Bookstore, 4th
and Pine, 3 p.m.

• Catholic Campus Ministry, Sunday Mass, 7 p.m.,
Grupe Center

Monday
April 19

•Sexual Assault Awareness Week begins
•Essay assessment test, Bouillon Hall,
Rm. 108, 3-4 p.m.

•Baseball at Western Baptist, 1 p.m.
•SHRM meeting, SUB 204/205, 6 p.m.

•Alcoholics Anonymous, noon, SUB 213.
•Society of Collegiate Journalists meeting,
Bouillion 204, 4 p.m.

Tuesday
April 20

•Fashion show of stereotypes, SUB pit, noon
•Craig Karges, "Magic of the Mind," SUB
Ballroom, 8 p.m.

•Softball at Linfield, 3 p.m.

•Men's tennis vs. Yakima Valley, 2:30 p.m.
•Women's tennis vs. Yakima Valley, 2:30 p.m.

-Campus crusade for Christ, SUB 103, 7 p.m.

•Speaker Todd Denny, "Sexual Assualt Awareness •Baseball vs. Pacific Lutheran, 1 p.m.
Workshop for Men and Women,"SUB pit, 3-5 p.m., •Women's tennis vs. Pacific Lutheran, 2:30 p.m.
Barto Lounge, 7 p.m.

•CPTs Intermediate Assessment, Hebeler Hall,
Rm. 203, 3-5 p.m.
•Club night lip sync at the Mint Tavern

•Reception honoring Central, Governor's
mansion, Olympia, 5:30-7:30 p.m.

Thursday
April 15
Friday
April 16
Saturday
April 17
Sunday
April 18

Wednesday
April 21
Thursday
April 22

•Model United Nations conference in Bellevue
-CPT's Intermediate Assessment, Hebeler Hall,
Rm. 203, 3-5 p.m.

•GIS seminar, Hebeler, 8 a.m.-Sp.m.
•Golf at Western Washington Invitational

WE GUARANTEE

TANNING SPECIAL

YOU WON'T MISS A SLAM DUNK,
3-POINTER, FREE JH~OW, ALLEY-OOP••

8 tans $15.00
15 tans $25.00

_NAIL SPECIAL
Full Set $35.00
(reg $45)
~

llAll.:<..1WI
rl\NNIN(,

~

r Lil )I()

Gel, Fiberglass and
Acrylic
{expires April 30)

MONDAY MADNESS!
With Proof of

Student Discounts

Student 1.0.

$3 Off hairCUtS
(coupons valid any day)

Reg.
$20women
$15men

FREE DOMINO'S TWISTY BREAD
-OR-

FREE GARDEN FRESH SALAD
--~hen you order any large or medium,

~<s ~

..

;

.

2 or more topping pizza.

Mil

·~}

~

925 • 6941

corner
8th & Anderson

r----T----1----,

MEDIUM
I
DEEP D1sH
I CHEDDAR MELT
PIZZA
I
II 8 •99

HAM & MUSHROOMS, SMOTHERED
WITH MILD CHEDDAR CHEESE

PLUS TAX

·~(_BO~~~=I s300 OFF
I ·
ArryLargePizza
I QR SftOO
OFF
;A Arry Medium Pizza
I
oFF
I QR s oo
Arry Small Pizza
I
I
I
::::;:;~~Ev~~~',::~

1

Expires 5/31193

I II .. ,., . _._. ., ___ . , II
Expires 5131/93
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I 1 MEDIUM 2 TOPPING PIZZA
2 CANS oF coKE®
I
I
OR DIET COKE®
I
I
I
I • r-:::::,7E.?2:~2~~~~~ I

649 •-

Expires 5131/931
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Jerrol's Bookstore 925-9851
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University America Program
(AUAP), said the Japanese students
are su'ch a valuable cultural resource.
"We should take the opportunity
to learn about their way of life and
promote better understanding
throughout the campus and community populations.''
·The week began with the formal
dedication of the gate to the Japa·--nes.e Garden on Monday. The
.·. ®temony emphasized international
·:~ies and the significance of the
·. garden as a symbol of peace.
,_lktures during the week included
'.·:".a-~h on "Japanese Pop Cul: ·:}ilii"by self-confessed sumo wres-

artS stems from our "proximity to
. :Japan."
·· Community involvement included
a children's story hour with Cathy
Spagnoli, and the Japanese dinner
held at Holmes Dining Hall on
Wednesday.
Spagnoli, who said she "performs"
rather than tells stories, presented
personally collected tales from Japan, China and Southeast Asia.
the university and Ellensburg
, communities feasted on the special.·
·.:Japan Week dishes, served by:>_,':' ' '::::{::;::::::::::::::::::;:::,::::;~:;::w:::"'.,.·.·.
Japanese students at Holmes. ···. · ..- ·
Dinner entertainment includM ·a ··
Kendo (Japanese fencing) exhibition and a display of traditional

:((:(::tJ/: )\):

Tracie Brandey/The Observer

President Ivory Nelson addresses the crowd of Interested students, faculty, staff and
community members at t_h e fonnal dedication of the gate to the Japanese Garden.

garden as a symbol ofbeauty, peace
and tranquility. It also represents
international understanding. It

symbolizes the friendship agreementsigned by Kittitas County and
the Japanese city of Sanda.
Terahata said world peace and
understanding can begin with indiknow other people beyond country
borders and beyond oceans."
He said he believes that Japan
Week and the Japanese Garden are
a golden opportunity for the public
to understand Japanese people and
their culture.

Toyko
New York

Ellensburg
by Lori Leitner
Staff reporter

She may admit that moving between cultures is difficult, but as
she sits relaxed, energetic and
grinning from ear to ear, you are
impressed with how comfortable
she seems in her surroundings.
Miyo Tonegawa, 23, a double
major in geography and administrative office management, moved
from Japan to the United States
five and a half years ago.
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Gallery showcases student art
p<>00ing, -not politically oriented.
It's insightful and playful."
Jeff Fisher, a 23-year-old senior
majoring in art, created a piece
titled "Lick."

relationship between the symbols
is important
In this painting, Fis'1er used
household and industrial building
materials. The art has aluminum,
asphalt, damar (a type
·.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.··-:;···-·:·:······ t!!Ii!f!f;!iiI
of varnish), oil paint,
regular drawing mate. !/:;·:::::.·/!:!
rials, and gold leaf.
"I started using the
materials because I
like the way it worlcs,"
he said. Fisher eventually wants to become
an art professor.
Another featured artist, William Bitter,
said, ''This is the first
show I've ever been
involved in and it is
very interesting. I
want to do it again

by LaRon Berreth

Staff reporter

· ..A New Movement Of Art" h~
arrived at the Sarah Spurgeon Gallery at Central. The
exhibition displays
both undergraduate
and graduate student work.
"All mediums are
represented here:
jewelry,
metal
smithing, painting,
drawing, sculpture,
woodworking,
printing, illustrations, photography,
and ceramics," said
Catherine Nisbet,
gallery assistant
Featured artists
include
Mark
soon."
Wa~ Jeff Fisher,
Matt Plughoff, 23, an
Matt Johnson, WilEnglish major. atliam Bitter, Larry
tended opening night
Aid-rich, and A-ron
of the exhibition and
commented, "In genMc Masters.
The artists are
eral, it captures a hecshowing "a strong
tic 90' s scene of our
body of work this
themes of our generayear," said Mark
tion."
Wa~ director of
He said his favorite
the student gallery.
piece is the "Penical
"It hangs together
Place" by A-ron
well because there
McMaster.
is a certain style.
"It captures a very
Marla Brose/The Observer
There is cohesion
isolated and confused
mood."
amongst all the
Jeff Fisher, 23 discusses his work "Lick" with
Another English mawork, which is restudent exhibition director, Mark Wavra, 22.
ally a positive thing.
jor, Erin McKeman,
Fisher said the work is of an angel 20, said she noticed "a wider range
The artists influence one another."
Wavra said the display would in- with many "general symbols that of work than l~t year. No one
terest students because "it is a style are not in a defined relationship but seems to be doing the same thing."
that will progress on, and it marks at the same time are telling a story
The Sarah Spurgeon Art Gallery
our era. The geometric shapes or having some general relation- is located in Randall Hall, Room
represent the 1960s and '70s. A lot ship."
141, and the show is open until
He said he feels that creating a April23.
of the work is playful without lam:1.·:.1.11:1.1:.·•.1:.1:1.1:.::.1·.•·.11.1.1:_.·.:.i.1
.
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.,~DR.

MYRON LINDER Tips ...
<ComplimentSooo
' DR. SANDY LINDER
Complaints...
962-2570
Ca 11 th e Ed i t 0 r
Linder Chiropractic .Center 963-102 7
1011 N. Alder... next to cam us

Ellensburg
Music Shoppe
We have the lowest prices in
the Galaxy, PERIOD.
213 w. 4th. lil] • • 925-9349

Depeche Mode

Depeche Mode sound
heads for new ground
album's content and U2's "Joshua
Tree," it is easy to pinpoint the
transformation between past and

by Kristy Ojala

Staff reporter
Musically, the members of
Depeche Mode have finally gone
through puberty. Not that the band
wu ever immature or annoyingly
simplistic to begin with, but on the
new album, "Songs of Faith and
Devotion," there are no references
toangst-ridden 15-year-oldgirlsor
driving too fast-trademarks of
DM' s earlier lyrics.
Gone, also, are the catchy synthesizer-driven songs of old. In their
place lie mostly solemn tracks,
supportedbystringinstrumentsand
gospel choir background vocals.
While the transformation is almost
disturbing, especially to die-hard
fans, vocalist David Gahan and
songwriter Martin Gore have to be
credited for stepping out of the
batcave and into the sunny unknown.
The first released single, "I Feel
You," is a rathtt misleading introduction to therestof thealbum. It's
one of the few upbeat cuts, with a
repetitive guitar riff that leeches
ontoyourvulnrnblesubconscience
for the rest of the day, and Gahan 's
voice at its deepest.
Although recent articles in Details and Entertainment Weekly on
DepecheModehavedrawnirritat-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~&JP~~~~e~b~be~~~ee~n~t~h:e~n~e~w~~
~~~~~~
lil
have been
a di~r.
Lots of new spring merchandise to

The chorus of "Walking in My
Shoes" illustrates this transition:
choosefrom always great new stuff. "before you come to any conclu~-,.,.. .......r:
sions/try walking in my shoes/
~
you'llstumbleinmyfootsteps/keep
Open 10-5:30 Mon. thru. Sat.
thesameappointmentslkept/ifyou
try walking in my shoes."
Vi •
a:~ & aJ:
l • ~~2!!!;!:!!;!:!~!!:~11 Reportedly in the midst of an
ntque ti fs ".ave ties
alcohol problem and infidelity,
Ethnic & Western
Gahan turned to American rock
202 E. Fourth • 962-3855
influences while living in Los An;;;~~~;;BJ geles, resulting in the harder edge
--'IA~~-----------------s...;<t:~
smoothed by mellowed lyrics and

ASSEMBT AGE

. -.:

TONIGHT
AT

ADELINE'S
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

/I

\\

TANNING SPECIAL
10 TANS FOR $25
We also offer:
Full Hairstyling Services, Facials, Manicures, and
Pedicures.

421 N. PEARL

925-3159

present material on both.
"Songs of Faith and Devotion" ·
may mark the spot where loyal fans
will have to decide whether they
hate or love the band's new sound,
u new followers join the ranks,
just as with U2's recent "Achtung
Baby."
And, while DM's sound is nothing like U2 •s, the content of both
breakthrough albums is solely based
on the subject ofrelationships. This
becomes a tad bit boring in the
duration, perhaps because no true
conflict is used to fuel the fire,
leaving the lyrics in limbo between
depression and authentic harmony.
For fans who've clutched
DepecheMode'sdarksongstotheir
chest in times of youthful turmoil,nothing on the new album will respond to the agony. It's
too...accepting. The band is obviously on a different plane than their
old fans now. and listeners may be
unable to adjust.
DM could have ~ily relied on
the tried and truecomputerizedformula again, which would have
guaranteed them anotherplatinumcoated success. With the tumultous
passage of the two leaders, Gahan
andGore,intomarriageandfather-

PIZZA & BEER
COMBO

EVERY THURSDAY
6PM-9PM
Pitcher of domestic beer for only
$2.95 when you buy a 1O inch one
topping pizza.

315 N. Main

vocals.
The album has been plumped up
by humanized talents this time
around, although Gahan 's voice
never alters much. leading to monotony for non-Depeche lovers.

·----~

.

MOVING OVERSEAS
TO STUDY? or
RETURNING HOME?
or SENDING GIFTS TO
FRIENDS?
Let Airport Brokers save you on
the transportation cosl We offer
air and ocean rates on overseas
shipments. Before you ship call
us for a rate I

AIRPORT BROKERS
CORPORATION
800-275-3664
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Tonegawa ,adapts
to life in America
From STUDENT/Page 7
She added Japanese people work
as a group, with the group' sprogress
in mind.
"That is killing creativity. We are
so used to being told what to do.
We get too much guidance from
adults."
Tonegawa said even personal relationships are different because
Japanese people don't express their
feelings.
She said when she went home to
see her family, she hugged her
mother at the airport.
"People stared because they
weren't used to that.''
Arranged marriages, a process
where the parents of young people
coordinate a meeting of all concerned parties, also exist in Japan,
she added.
The young people are left to talk
and if they like each other, they go
out on a date. The parents ~some
they will get married

Tonegewa said f!!.at does not always happen.
''They can organize meetings as
muchasyouwant ltdoesn'talways
work the first time."
She said that she has adapted well
to life in America.
"I was always a little outspoken in
Japan, and here I think I fit in pretty
well."
She works at Central in International Programs and said that it
gives her the opportunity to help
other overseas students adjust to
the American way of life.
She also coordinates the Outreach
Program, which sends international
Central students to talk to elementary school students about culture
and language.
Tonegawa will graduate at the end
of spring quarter. She said she
plans on staying in Ellensburg for a
while.
"People here are very friendly.
They say 'hi' to you even if they
don't know you. I like the atmosphere."

HELP
in the

ASCWU Food Drive
If you are interested in collecting food from Ellensburg neighborhoods, meet in Hertz Parking Lot on Saturday, April 17, 1993 at
10:00 a.m.

If you drink ...
''l"::

l:l~ ~~~D

please don't drive

Think
about the last time
you were really scared.
We're not talking worried. Or concerned.

· We 're taffjng a6out tlie reaf stuff
THE COPPER TASTE OF BRUTE FEAR.
Remember how, afterwards when you cooled down
enough to think about It you felt BARELY HALF ALIVE?

twas {iks crawung at 55 after retfuning it
Remember how good that edge was?

That's where we live.

As you all know the state is in a severe budget crisis. CWU,
along with all higher education, is experiencing extreme funding cuts and will have to sacrifice. The Faculty Senate Budget Committee h9.S made some recent proposals. If these
propo~als become reality, then:
: :· .... > N'·T·
.
• .• •·
DQ

Buy a cap and gown or invite long-awaited relatives to
Commenbement, because there will be no ceremonies.
Plan on attending any football games because the CWU
Football Program will be non-existent.
Meet your study group in the library past 1O p.m. because
you will be met with locked doors. The library's hours will
now be 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Stop to smell the flowers because without grounds maintenance there won't be any. ·
Seek any additional acaderyiic help because there will be
none available.
Look for any help from our Women's Resource Center
because it will vanish.

Every day.

If you oppose any of these ideas and believe they will negatively affect your environment, then tell us what you think would
be more "realistic" by responding below, stopping by SUB 1-06,
or calling 963-1693.

IS ELLENSBURG

411 N. Ruby

925-3124

Get- INVOLVED with the ASCWU!

- Page 10
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SPORTS
Ostrander to nationals; Capp places second
by Jiii Johnson
Editor

Central' s track and field team spent
four days in Bellingham for the
Western Invitational and District
Multi-Events last weekend.
The Wildcats• big winners included
Li~ Ostrander in the invitational and
. Ru·ss Capps in the district events.
No one was happier than Ostrander
on Saturday. On that day the senior·
set a meet record at the Western
Washington Track and Field Invitational by leaping 37-3 in the triple
jump.
.
The leap qualified Ostrander for the
NAIA Nationals and broke her own
school record of 36-9.
Ostrander joined freshman Veronica
Persons, who also qualified in Jbe
high jump, as Central' sonly national 1;::;:::;:;:,;:;:;::;:;:::::::::::::::2::;:;:;:::;:::;::::;:;:;:;:::;:::;::::::::;::::
qualifiers so far this season.
Seniors Art Ballard, D.J.
_ Livingston, junior Chad Klassen and
freshman Josh Alexander won the
400-meter relay with a time of 42.5
seconds.
Two athletes also qualified for districts. Ostrander and junior Kristen
Central's women cor:npetttors
Lesperance reached the qualifying
standard in the high jump with leaps hurdles, junior Jason Raun in the
pole vault, freshman Dustin Lietke
of 4-11and5-1. respectively.
Six Central athletes improved on in the men's tripl~ jump and
previous district qualifying marks: Ostranderinthethewomen'striple
Klassen in the 100-meter dash, jump.
Junior Capp earned four district
sophomore Eric Tollefson in the
qualifying
marks during theNAIA
10,000, junior Lance Soliday and
senior J.C. Felgar in the 110 high District 1 decathlon.

=~+=~~w;~~w~P=:

!

placed two runners, Kirsten Obergh and Kelly Cullers, In the top five In the 800-meter run.
Capp finished second with a score throwing events. The weekend in- followed by fourth, fifth and sixth
of 6, 234 points. He qualified in the vitational earned him his sixth dis- place finishes in the women's I
high jump with a leap of 6-2, the trict event qualification.
heptathlonbyjuniorKristenObergh,
shot put with a toss of 46 feet, the
Other top decathlon finishes were freshman Kelly Cullers and sophojavelin with a throw ofl 78-4, and in tmned in by sophomore Jay Spears, more Lory Moon, respectively.
thediscusswithathrowof138feet. who placed third, freshman BJ.
Thedecathlonandheptathlon were
, He earned the best mark of all 11 Wilson, who took fifth, and senior thefirsteventscontestedin theNAIA
competitors in the decathlon's Rick Sarkany, who placed seventh. District I Track and Field CompetiThe men's performances were tion.

STATISTICS

MEN'S DECATHLON

WOMEN'S HEPfATHLON

Winners, Central Placers

\Yinn~rs, ~entral Placers
Point TotaJs-

Point Totals1. DJ. Seydel (PLU) 6,267
2. Russ Capps (Centi:al) 6,234
3. Jay Spears (Central) 5,973

llOH1. Daryl Fitzhugh (PSU) 15.7
2. BJ. Wilson (Central) 16.0

15001 ~ Jay Spears (Ceritral) 4:25.2

1. Shelley Morris (SFU) 4,350
4. Kirs~n Obergh (Central) 3,371
5. Kelly Cull~rs (Central) 3,253
6. Lory Moon. (Central)J,192
,.

800-

1. Jennifer Frazier (PLU) 2:27.3
4. Kirsten Obergh (Central) 2:39.4
5. Kelly Cullers (Central) 2:40.3
6. Lory Moon (Central) 2:52.3

..
~

Disc~-

LJ-

1. Russ Capps (Central) 138-0

1. Jennifer Frazier (PLU) 18-2
2. Kirsten Obergh (Central) 15-6

PV1. Rob Oatfield (PLU) 13-1 1!2
2. Russ Capps (Central) 12-1

Javelin1. Shelley Morris (SFU) 130-6
2. Kelly Cullers (Central) 91-6

Tennis teams struggle on
road trip; lose to LCSC
by Jason Goldner

The only win for Central came
from the men's doubles team of
Caldwell and Dave Kraft, who deCentral' s tennis teams sustained feated Warriors' Luis Monarrez and
losses last Saturday against Lewis- Bernardo Miran~ by an 8-5 match
ClarkStateCollegeatWalla Walla. score. ·
The women's team lost 9-0 and
Central' s men's team played later
the men's team lost 8-1 in the Divi- at Whitman and lost again, by a 6-3
sion I rivalry.
saore.
The Warriors shut out the Wildcat
Wildcat smgles' winners included
women in singles and doubles play, Ryan McDonald, who defeated
droppingCentral's recordto2-8on Whitman's Paul Heath; '7-5, 6-2,
the season.
and Rich Kemp, . wh'O beat Mike
Central's Karyn MacNeil-'9ras the Hedemerk': 6-:·1and6..'.3. ~
team~ s closest singles finisher, los- , · In doubles action, McDonald and
ing 5-8 to · Lewis-Clark State's ..,·Caldwell posted a victory over
Annette Schraufnagel.
· :.
Hedemei'k and Matt Osborne.
The men, now 3-9 for the season, · Both teams play today at 2:30 p.m. /
... ,..,. " , ,.
Mike Spence/The Observer
lost all ?f their singles matches.
against Seattle University, tomorMarlo Andaya lands after a IOng 'Jump attempt. He placed first among Central men and
. The Wildcats' Todd C:aidwell fin- row vs. Green River beginning at I
seventh overall In th~ long Jump with a leap of 20-5, Saturday at Western Washington.
1shed the closest to his opponent 1:30 p.m. and travel to Pacific
1....------------------------------------__J Stephen Koon, with game scores of Lutheran University on Saturday.
6-1, 6-3. and 1-6.
Sports editor

I
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Sports editor

Men's basketball coach Gil
Coleman announced he will remain
at Cen1ral f<»" at least two more years
after last week's speculation that he
would leave due to salary increase
difficulties.
Coleman, now in his fifth year at

Gii Coleman
Central and third as head coach, met
with university officials and agreed
on a new contract to keep him here
for the next two seasons.
Two other universities had offered

he said he would take one of them if
Central failed to devise a plan to
·
mcrease
his salary by the end of the
week.
He also said he wanted more

money given to the basketball program and financial aid provided for
his players.
"I would be happy with a pay
raise, but I won't sell out my players," Coleman said.
Coleman agreed to a plan set last
week by Athletic Director Gary
Frederick.
Frederick: said the pact uses no
additional state money and will not
break the hold on campus salaries.
He also mentioned the agreement
applies to all untenured coaches at
Central in addition to Coleman.
"In the final analysis, the deal will
not only benefit Gil, but will provideanopportunityforalluntenured
Frederickexpressedconfi~~~cein
coachestoimprovetheirprograms." the plan and Coleman's abilities to
. ......... · k and C
"d h
t·
h·
. . b
Fu:uenc
o1eman sru t ey . kcoetnbalmluteeamcoac. mg a wmnmg aswould not release the information
about the deal until a contract is "The probability of raising funds
signed next week.
increases because we 're retaining
Frederick stated the pact will al- Gil," Frederick said.
low Coleman to spend Friday
Coleman received the NAIA Disthrough Monday for fund raising trict I Coach of the Year Award last
- next spring.
season for the second straight year.

O'Keefe takes first
by Jiii Johnson
Editor

Central 's golf team awaits a chance
to redeem itself at the Green River
Invitational this Thursday and Friday after a disappointing showing
at the University of Puget Sound
Invitational Golf Tournament at
Fircrest in Tacoma last week.
Central placed last in the nine team
toornamentdespite-a-strong showing by senior Mike 0 'Keefe.
O'Keefe shot 74 and 75 on the
par-71 course to scrape by Westem
Washington University's Dan
Romstead for medalist honors.
O'Keefe is fclPidly approaching
Central' s single-season school
record of 74.1 per round earned by
RobiRaabin 1981 with afourround
average of74.3for18 holes.
Senior Matt Conner follows
O'Keefe with a four-round total of
79.8.
Conner and O'Keefe are the only
two Central golfers averaging scores
in the 70s.
Other top scorers at the UPS Invitational were: Conner who shot 8184, freshmen Phil Blair, 91-81,
Brent Klovdahl 86-86, and sophomore Mruk Hanson, 93-93.

Wanna talk
sports?
Call 963-1073
(Ask for Jason)

NEED A PIACE TO
LlVE NEXT YEAR?

Why rent, when you
can~?

Why not get a return
on your investment
when you graduate?

Mike O'Keefe

Westem won the tournament with
a team score of 615, a score 43
strokes below Cen1ral.
Including Green River, Central
has two more invitationals remaining before the District I
Championships hosted by the .
Wildcats in Warden.
Central travels to Western next
week and Simon Fraser the following week.

Contest ~®~0

The office of Central -Wildcat
Sports is holding a raffle in which
Central students and Ellensburg
citizens can win a 1992 turquoise
Eagle Summit
·
The car is on display weekdays
from 11 a.m.-2 p.m. and contains an
unknown number of blown-up and
deflated basketballs in its back seat
and cab.
For $5, people can write down
their guess of the amount of basketballs contained in the car.
Entries are unlimited but people
must pay for every guess.
The last day tO enter a guess is
Friday April 23.
The office of Wildcat Sports will
call the person with the closest or
exact estimation Monday, April 26.
Proceeds for the raffle will go to
Central' s athletic department.
The contest is sponsored by
EastsideChrysler-JeepofBellevue,
an official sponsor of Wildcat
Sports.

F~_:~- . yks Co mee ngds Cetwtrale~n
, o1eman an en
s
v·1~nc
·
ice Pres1·dent fior Student Af:f:airs
Greg Trujillo.
Coleman said he believed return.1
tart
Chad B
Sh
F~~~ dersR n
oyer, Id awn
1au... an yan .repper wou continue next season.
In addition, Coleman has begun
looking for new players for next
season.
"The staff is working hard looking
for new recruits and promoting our
program," said Coleman.
"So far, I'm very pleased with the
proposal."
Coleman said he felt satisfied with
the deal and does not plan to leave
Central.
"My career goal right now would
be to stay here until I reach my
retirement age," C_oleman said.

'lJ~

'-.'-~
~~

Our two bedroom
mobile home is in
great shape, and has
an IDEAL location.
(across the street from
campus)

ACT NOW WHILE
INTEREST RATES
ARE STILL LOWll

Call 962-1829
Ask for Jared or Craig

Asia University offer a new short-term
.
program for students
with ~language
.
lev~I. Program available Fall and
Spring quarters.. Apply for Fall now!
Office of International Programs,
Naneum Building. 963-3612.

.""111

. _ . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ j

CP&PC

AEROBIC DANCE FOR EVERYONE!
Low-Impact, Non-Competitive Environment, Certified Instructor, Fun and
Effective. First Class FREEi 925-3412

Career Planning and
Placement Center

· PACK YOUR bags and books and take
off I Ifs time to study abroad! Visit the
office of International Programs,
Naneum Building TODAY! Where in
the world do you want to go?

April 15

•Interviewing techniques, 3BIG BEND COMMUNITY COLLEGE,
4p.m. in Black 108
Moses Lake, Wa has openings for
• Auburn School District will
Residence Hall Director, Activities
have group meeting ·in SUB
· Director and Resident Advisors for the
204 at 10 a.m., 11 a.m ..and _ College Bo~nd Program, Summer
School, 6/17/93 - 7/30/93. For
1:30p.m. Applications will
be distributed for elementary, qualifications and application call
secondary, education special · Personnel Office, (509) 762-0203.
Closes 4 pm, .4/30/93. AA/EOE.
ist, counselors and psycholo
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT·
gists.
April 16

• Port Angeles School District secondary only, social
studies, language arts,
biology, chemistry. special
eduction-BEH DIS (Social
Skills), SUB104, 3:30 4:30p.m.
April 22

• Career fair for educators in
Tacoma. H) a.m. to 5 p.m.
Register at CP & PC.
April 23

• Fall 1993 student teachers and
Option II entry phase students
schedule to meet with
supervisors in Grupe Center,
8 a.m. to 12 p.m. Sign up
outside Black Hall, room 200
until April 22.

'lJ09t£fJL. C!J-{J£'1J!}('ESS

CW~RJYP~(ffIC
502 ~ 9('ll'B9'"
'ELL'E?{S'BW{(j, 'W>t. 98926

(509) 962-9 796
Locate/: 1 6Coct!J{Jntn ofSafeway
6etween tlie Copy Sliop ant! 'We.stern .91.rt JllssociatiOn

.'

SUMMER IS COMING! Have you
on campus. Must be organized and
found work yet? Full time Summer
hardworking. Call 1-800-592-2121 Ext.
positions with Southwestern Company. 308.
Involves travel, good experience, hard STUDY SPANISH any quarter in
work. Average $5,600. For appt. call Morelia, Mexico. CWU and Centro
Tye Thompson, 962-3187.
Mexicano Internacional offer language
STUDY IN ATHENS GREECE. A
and cu~ture classes. The cost is
quarterly program, oi>en Fall and
a~~ox1ma~ly $2,200 per quarter f?r
Spring Quarters, offers Greek language tuiti~, ~ousing, !"eals, and excurst0ns.
for begimers. Other courses could
Applications avaal~e now for summer
include history, political science, Greek and fall. Call Nomi Pearce at 963 -35 12.
literature and art history. Ap-plications HABLA USTED ESPANOL? Puede
for Fall available now! Office of
estudiar en Chile a la Universidad
International Programs, Naneum
Austral (Valdivia). Por favor, Hamada a
Building. 963-3612.
la oflcina de Programas
HELPWANTED. Ambitious self
lnternacionales: 963-3612. Pronto!
.
.'
.
.
motivated persons who are interested SCUBA LESSONS and Supplies. Sign
in generating a lucrative income.
up now. Contact John Moser, Jr: 925925 5 5
Contact BRIAN
- o o.
~1_27_2_.- - - - - - - - - - KYOTO UNIVERSITY of Foreign
Studies applications will be out soon!
[itll
Contact the Office of International
NOW HIRING. Apply in person,
Programs to let Nomi Pearce know you Monday thru Friday, 8-11 am or 12want to apply!
1om .

Central's Annual Job Fair
fromlO a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
SUB Ballroom. Come discuss
career opportunities, internships
~~, andsummerwork. Morethan
(c~ · 70clubsrepresented.

!l(J'J!IIq'Af o/.9LLL'E9'°

resses, store, etc. Contact Hill's Resort:
(208) 443 2551
HELP WANTED: Looking for a top
fraternity, sorority, or student organization that would like to make $500 -1500
for a one week marketing proiect right

Field experience applications
in education are being accepted
at the Office of Educational
Field Experiences, Education
Departm~t, until the end of

~2&'flf4YS

.tt, net-p SA"e bte
elt\'2.i'\-\ ~

,r

l-~-'tSS-8887:

Earth Share ...

Make money teaching basic conversational English abroad. Japan and
Taiwan. Make $2,000-$4,000+ per
month. Mariy provide room & board+
other benefits! -No previous training or
teaching certificate required. For
International Employment program, call
the International Employment Group:
(206) 632-1146 ext. J6093
WE'D LOVE TO RAISE A CHILD.
We're from large close families, have
apple trees and a very friendly dog.
College fund already started. Call us
collect at (206) 283-0261.
ATTENTION STUDENTS: Earn extra
cash stuffing envelopes at home. All
materials provided. Send SASE to
National Distributors P.O. Box 9643
Springfield, ~ 65801. Immediate
response.
FUN SUMMER JOBS! Flying
Horseshoe Ranch for children, near Cle
Elum, is hiring Boys' and Girls'
counselors. Enjoy horseback riding,
swimming (need 2 certified lifeguards),
hiking, etc., while gaining valuable
experience. Salary plus room and
board. The ranch also needs cooks,
responsible for keeping hungy
·
campers and staff well fed. Must be a i
good cook, efficient kitchen worker, and
enjoy people. Cal Penny: 1-074-2366. ,
GREEKS & CLUBS

RAISE A COOL
$1,000
IN JUST ONE WEEKI
PLUS .$ 1,000 FOR THE

MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obllga.tlon. No cost

Aricl'a:.FREE

IGLOCOOLER
if you qualify. Call
1-800-932-0528, eXt. 65

-t
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Lady 'Cats sweep Western Men's team sets 15
records in 1992-93

by Staci West
Editorial assistant

Central's womens fastpitch softball team swept past Western last
Friday in a doubleheader, winning
the games 6-1 and 4-0, and raising
their record to 6-5.
After a slow start in the first game,
the Lady 'Cats attacked the ball in
the fifth and sixth innings.
In the sixth inning, Bridget Powers singled in a run, followed by two
additional scores on squeeze bunts
by Michelle Chappon and Jennifer
Hyer. ~
The team headed off attempts by
Western to score more runs in the
last inning.
Marcy Watkins caught a foul fly
by the third base fence, and second
baseman Karla Mortenson tagged
out a runner sliding into second for
the last out of the game.
In the second game, Central pitcher
Kim Spradlin struck out nine Western batters without allowing any
walks for the first shutout in school
history.
Slower pitching by Western gave
the Wildcats an offensive advantage and a triple by Powers kept the
team ahead.
Powers went 6-for-6, with two
RBis, and scored four runs in the
doubleheader.
For the week, Powers reached base
13 consecutive times, batting a perfect 9-for-9 with four walks.
Coach Nancy Katzer said a solid
infield, pitching and improved outfield contributed to the win.
"Defensively, they were solid the
whole game," Katzer said.
The women's softball team en-

Bridget Powers

Kim Spradlin

countered Western in their first of- plays Skagit Valley today at 2 p.m.
ficial game with only one practice
The team talces a roadtrip this
outdoors.
weekend to face Concordia and
The snow had forced them to prac- Lewis- Clark.
tice in the field house, which limCentral'ssoftball team beatLewisitedtheoutfield'spracticing,Katzer . Clark in the Simon Fraser Invitasaid.
tional at the beginning of the seaKarla Mortenson, Central's sec- son, but have not met up with
ond baseman, said the dirt had been Concordia yet
cut short on the playing field.
·
The second baseman and shortstop had to play their positions on
the grass.
BOX SCORES
Chappon said this is the first year
Central has had a women's softball
Game 1
Final
team.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
"I think it's going really well right Western 1 O O O O O O 1
now," said Chappon, centerfielder Central 1 O O O 2 3 x 6
for the Wildcats.
With three weeks remaining in the
season, the team is looking ahead to
Game 2
Final
districts on May 7-9.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Katzer said the team continues to W estem O O O O O O O O
work on relays from the outfield.
Central O 1 O O 3 O x 4
The junior varsity softball team

Central broke or tied 15 school
records, including two that had been
in the books for 37 years, during
the 1992-93 men's basketball campaign.
The Wildcats finished with a
record of 29-7, advancing to the
second roundof theNAIA National
Tournament before losing to Midwestern State of Texas 78-74.
Central Washington beat Central
Arkansas 78-66 in the opening
round.
Jason Pepper, who earned first
team NAIA All-American honors,
was responsible for eight new
marks.
Pepper set single-season records
for free throws made (181), most
free throws attempted (251), most
steals (114), and he tied the mark
for most turnovers (112).
He also established career marks
for minutes played (3,686), field
goal attempts (1,4H:D. steals (343),
and turnovers (414), extending his
own marks in the latter two categories.
Ryan Pepper broke the singleseason record for most three-point
field goals made (73).
Heath Dolven established career
marks for three-point field goals
made (120), and attempted (326),
and Otto Pijpker established a career marlc for most shots blocked
(128).
Ryan Pepper and Heath Dolven
made five-of-five three-point attempts for a single-game record.
The Wildcats also established
single-season team record for most
free throws (626), and free throws

attempted (959).
The prevtous individual team
marksformostfree throw attempts
were set during the 1955-56 season.
In addition to establishing eight ·
records, Jason Pepper finished as
the No. 2 scorer in Central history
with 1,883 points.
He ranks in the top· 10 in 12
different career categories.
WILDCAT NOTES:
Three players from this year's
varsity are expected to return for
the 1993-94season-guardsRyan
Pepper and Chad Boyer and forward Shawn Frank.
Boyer led the team in assists
with 159, the fifth best singleseason total in school history.
Pepper finished second in scoring, averaging 14.3 points per
game.Frank averaged 9.1 .points
per game and 5.5 rebounds.
In addition to setting single-season marks in free throws made,
free throws attempted, steals and
turnovers, Jason Pepper ended up
third in scoring (675), 10th in
scoring average (18.8), sixth in
field goals made (239), and ninth
in field goals attempted (464), on
Central's single-season Top 10
lists.
Joining Jason Pepper on the
NAIA All-American team was
Otto Pijpker, who earned honorable mention.Pepper was the first
Central player to earn first team
honors since Rich Hanson in
1973.Ryan Pepper earned third
team honors.

HOME OF THE BEST & LARGEST PIZZA IN ELLENSBURG
'Will be introducing a n.e"1V and exciting

pizza
place

i "' I[I fl

IN THE PLAZA
716 E STH

fl'll.,,,,

1i. soon I

'Watch for more detail&!

ELLENSBURG

925·9855

OPEN WEEKDAYS
11:00 A.M. -1:00 A.M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
11:00 A.M. - 2:00 A.M.

WE HAVE FREE DELIVERY
(with purchase of $5 or more}

ESPRESSO SERVED ALL DAY EVERY DAY!

WE ACCEPT ANY
CURRENT
COUPONS
FOR ELLENSBURG PIZZA
HUT OR
DOMINOS PIZZA
RESTAURANTS

HAPPY HOUR PRICES ALL DAY FRIDAY!

r-----------------r----------------,----------------Meat Lovers Special
SPRING HAS SPRUNG!
CARRY-OUT SPECIAL 1

1
I
I
I

:

I

Choose up to 3 items: canadian
bacon, sausage, b~ef, pepperoni

1 med. (13") Pizza $9.99
2 med. (13") pjzzaS $1 S.99

:

I

I
I .
I

Single or Double Iced Mocha

JUST $1 00
•

· I

I
I

: Espresso Punch cards· Buy 10 Get One FREE :
:

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES JUNE 30z.!993

I

I

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
DINE IN OR CARRY-OUT ONLY
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 1993

2 med. (13") pizzas for

$9 •9 9

ci~~:ING

ONE

I
I
I

I
I
I

:

I

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES JUNE 30 1993 -

I
I

---------------~--------------·-~----------~------~
: 9c~a'Ji!~!!Jrf:llt2fo'n1~at~~e~ :$3.00 OFF $2.00 OFF: LARGE (16") PIZZA :
t-

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

mushrooms, and olives}
LARGE (16")
MEDIUM (13")

$13.00
reg. $16.95

$11.00
reg. $13.00

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

9

L- - - - ~~!_S:_u~~:.! ~ - - - -

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

any
large (16")

any
I
med·um
(13") I
1
I
PIZZA
PIZZA
I
I
I
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
I

MEDIUM PRICE
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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